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With the rapid development of renewable energy, the scale of China’s power grid with
renewable energy has become much bigger than ever; as a result, we are facing severe
challenges in the inspection and maintenance work of power grids that use renewable
energy. Focusing on the shortcomings of the traditional manual inspection methods, this
paper studies and proposes an optimization algorithm of automatic inspection of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to improve the efficiency and cost of the inspection
and maintenance work of renewable energy power grids. Firstly, the communication
network of the swarm intelligence system has been established to transmit the local
information sensed by each UAV in real time. Secondly, according to the sensing ability of
UAVs, the segmentation model of UAVs overlapping sensing areas is established, which
effectively reduces the probability of overlapping UAVs sensing areas. Thirdly, according to
the difference between the coverage value and the effective coverage index of each point in
the sensing area, the optimization function of the coverage index is given, which makes the
UAV give priority to the inspection area with the lower coverage value. Finally, when a UAV
completes a local coverage task, the traction speed is introduced to prevent the UAV from
stopping, which ensures that the inspection task of the whole area can be completed in a
limited time. The numerical simulation results show that the algorithm can effectively control
the UAVs to complete the inspection task in the specified area, and compared with the
single UAV inspection method, this algorithm can greatly improve the inspection efficiency
and reduce the inspection cost.
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INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy refers to wind energy, solar energy, water energy, biomass energy, geothermal
energy, and other non-fossil energy, and it is thus clean energy. Renewable energy is a type of green
and low-carbon energy, which is an important part of China’s multi-wheel drive energy supply
system. It is of great significance to improve the energy structure, protect the ecological environment,
cope with climate change, and achieve sustainable economic and social development (Dieter and
Jennifer, 2008; Poonam et al., 2020). In 2020, China’s renewable energy power generation will reach
2214.8 billion kilowatt-hours, with a year-on-year growth of about 8.4%. By the end of 2020, China’s
renewable energy power generation capacity will reach 934 million kilowatts, a year-on-year growth
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of about 17.5% (Cai, 2020). With the continuous expansion of the
scale of China’s power grid with renewable energy, the area of
inspection and maintenance work of power grids is now facing
increasingly severe challenges. Traditional manual inspection
methods are inefficient, and inspectors experience high work
intensity and significant danger (Yin, 2016; Zhou et al., 2018).
The current Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) inspection mainly
relies on remote control by ground operators, which has high
technical requirements for UAV operators. Due to the vast area of
China’s power grid that is to be inspected and the low efficiency of
single UAV inspection, rotor UAVs for power inspection based
on Swarm intelligence has become an inevitable trend.

Compared with the traditional single-UAV inspection method
(Burciu, 2012; Stone et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2020), the
collaborative inspection of UAVs has the advantages of low
cost and high efficiency, which can greatly improve the
inspection speed and positioning accuracy. The key of UAVs
autonomous inspection method is to realize the coverage control
of the unknown area by UAVs. The essence of area coverage
control is to design a UAV control method based on the
relationship between the sensing model of the UAV and the
distribution of information in the area so that the inspection task
can be completed. Currently, the most commonly used UAV
inspection method is sweeping inspection, that is, to control the
formation of the UAVs to make them navigate along an
appropriate track in a specific formation to complete the
inspection task of the target area (Che et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2020). This method can complete the inspection task in
a simple environment, but it has poor autonomy and low
efficiency in a complex environment.

Aiming at the shortcomings of existing means, improving
the autonomy and efficiency of the UAV system is the main
purpose of our study. The advantage of the optimization
algorithm of UAV autonomous inspection is that it can
efficiently map the target area, and has the characteristics of
high security and adaptability. The basic idea of the
optimization algorithm is to build a swarm intelligence to
make each UAV complete the task assignment of the sub-
areas by communicating with the neighboring UAVs, which
simplifies the original co-fixed area coverage problem
(Cortés et al., 2005; Xiang et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2020). This paper establishes an optimization algorithm
model of UAV autonomous inspection and analyses the
effects of the number of UAVs, effective coverage value,
and other parameters on the efficiency of UAV autonomous
inspection.

BASIC PRINCIPLE OF THE OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM
The Communication Topology and Dynamic
Description of UAVs System
Communication within the UAV system is an important part of
the UAV’s cooperative coverage problem. The communication
topology of the coverage network composed of UAVs is given
based on graph theory. G � (V,E) is defined as the

communication topological graph of the UAV overlay network.
V � {1, 2, · · · ,N} is the vertex, and the vertex set represents each
UAV in the UAV system. The edge set E � {e1, e2, · · · , el} ⊂ V ×
V indicates the edges in the communication topological graph, ei �
{j, k}, j, k ∈ E indicates that the vertices j and k can communicate
with each other, and l ∈ {1, · · · ,N(N − 1)/2} represents the
number of edges E. The neighbor set of vertex i defined in the
overlay network communication topology diagram is

Ni(E) � {j ∈ V
∣∣∣∣(i, j) ∈ E} (1)

In this paper, the problem of inspection in a fixed area under
ideal conditions is studied. Therefore, the following assumptions
are given:

Suppose 1. The communication network of the UAV system is
always connected, and its communication topology is an
undirected graph.
Suppose 2. The surface to be covered is smooth, and every
UAV moves on a plane.

Firstly, the definition of the two-dimensional inertial
coordinate system OXY is given in order to give the dynamic
model of UAV: taking a certain point on the ground as the origin
of the coordinate system OXY , OX, and OY point to the east and
north, respectively.

Based on the coordinate system OXY , the dynamic model of
UAV is established. For the convenience of describing the
problem, we assume that the UAV is a particle. Define Ai to
represent the ith UAV in the UAV system, where i ∈ IN , IN �
{1, 2, · · · ,N} represents the subscript set of N UAVs. The
location vector of UAV Ai is P

→
i � [xi, yi]T , the velocity

vector of the UAV is V
→

i � [vix, viy]T , If the acceleration of
the UAV is U

→
i � [uix, uiy]T and M

→
i � [ P→T

i , V
→T

i ], the dynamic
model of the UAV is as follows:

M
→·

i � AP
→

i + BU
→

i (2)

where A � ( 02×2 I2×2
02×2 02×2

), B � ( 02×2
I2×2

).
The Sensing Area Model of UAV
When performing the inspection task, each UAV will be
equipped with a vertically downward detection device.

FIGURE 1 | Diagram of the sensing area of UAV.
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Assuming that the divergence angle of each detection device is α,
the sensing area of UAV Ai on the OXY plane is a circular area.
Let qi be the projection of UAV Ai on OXY plane. Therefore, the
sensing area of UAV Ai is shown in Figure 1:

The sensing area model of UAV Ai can be specifically
described as follows:

Si(A→i, α) � {q: 




 q→− q→i






≤R} (3)

Where q ∈ Ω represents the point within the detection range of
UAV, andΩ represents the given area to be covered onOXY plane.

The Coverage Efficiency Optimization Index
in the Fixed Area
Themain task of inspection with UAVs system is to cover the task
area Ω with the sensing areas of UAVs so that the detection
degree of each point in Ω can reach an effective level, that is,
effective coverage.

In order to give the coverage efficiency index of the UAVs
inspection system, the definition of effective coverage of
points in the fixed area is given first. This is because the
information accumulation of points in the fixed area acquired
by UAVs using sensors increases with time, that is, the
effective coverage level of a point in the area increases
with time, for the position q ∈ Ω of any point in the area,
the effective coverage of UAV Ai from the initial time t � 0 to t
is defined as follows:

ci(q, t) � ∫t

0
g(z, q)dτ (4)

Where g(z,q) is the sensing capacity function of each UAV.
Assuming that g(z,q) is proportional to z and g(z,q) is
dependent on z only, the sensing capacity of each UAV in the
system is equal because the z of each UAV in the system is equal.
Let C be the effective coverage of each point ofΩ in the area, then
the effective coverage of all points in the inspection area by UAVs
is defined as follows:

Definition 1If all points in the region Ω are covered and meet
cIN(q, t) � C, that means all points in the region are effectively
covered. The coverage efficiency index of the UAVs inspection
system can be specifically described as follows:

J(t) � ∫
Ω
h[C − cIN(q, t)]dq (5)

where cIN means the summation of the coverage of each USV.
The total number of UAVs is N and i ∈ IN � {1, 2, 3,/,N}. h(x)
is a penalty function, which is positive definite, second-
order differentiable, and strictly convex in the interval (0,C],
that is, h(x) > 0, h′(x) > 0 h″ (x)> 0,∀x ∈ (0,C], and when
x ≤ 0, h(x) � h′ (x) � 0 is satisfied. When J(t) � 0, the
inspection task in the designated area is completed.

Undirected Sensing Set Segmentation
Reducing the overlap between sensing areas of adjacent UAVs is
beneficial to improve the efficiency of marine coverage. Using the

segmentation methods in references (Papatheodorou et al., 2016;
Tian et al., 2020b), a sensing set segmentationmethod that can avoid
overlapping sensing sets between adjacent UAVs is given below.

Wi � {q ∈ Ω : g(zi, q)≥ g(zj, q), i, j} (6)

where z represents the distance between the UAV and the
objective. With the increase of z, the sensing capability
gradually decreased. So the sensing set segmentation depends
on the z, the overlapping area belongs to the sensing area of
UAV that z is smaller.

It can be known from Eq. 6 that When zi � zj, their
sensing ability is equal, so for the undirected sensing set, the
sensing overlapping area is segmented according to its
full symmetry and segmentationmethod (6), as shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, zS1 and zS2 are the sensing areas of
UAV A1 and A2, respectively. zS1 is shown as the section
surrounded by the red curve and green line segment. zS2 is
shown as the section surrounded by the blue curve and green line
segment. When the sensing areas zS1 and zS2 intersect, the
sensing set is divided into two equal parts according to the
line segment between two intersection points on zS1 and zS2.
The final sensing boundary zW1 of UAV A1 is composed of a
circular arc and line segments. The solid line surrounded by red
and green is the sensing boundary of UAV A1 after segmentation.

The boundary zW1 of UAV A1 can be expressed as follows:

zW1 � {W1 ∩ zΩ}∪{zW1∩zΘ}∪{∪j≠ i(zW1∩zW2)} (7)

In which zW1∩zΩ represents the intersection of the
boundary of the sensing area of UAV A1 and given
area boundary, zW1∩zΘ represents the intersection of the
boundary of the sensing area of UAV A1 and undivided
area boundary, and zW1∩zW2 represents the intersection of the
boundary of the sensing area of UAV A1 and that of UAV A2. The
boundary of the sensing area of UAV A1 is indicated by solid lines.

Design of Motion Control Law of UAVs
According to the formula of coverage efficiency index (5) of the
UAVs inspection system, the coverage efficiency index problem

FIGURE 2 | The diagram of segmentation of undirected sensing area.
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of the UAVs inspection system can be described as the
optimization problem (Fan et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021) for
the minimum value of J(t) in Eq. 8:

Minimiz J(t) � ∫
Ω
h(C − cIN(q, t))dq, qi ∈ Ω (8)

For the optimization problem described by Eq. 8, it is difficult
to directly obtain the gradient information of J(t) because the
variable of J(t) is not the variable to be optimized. Therefore, Eq.
9 can be used to calculate the optimization index of J(t),

H(t) � − _J(t) � ∫
Ω
h′(C − cIN(q, t))max

i ∈ IN
g(zi, q)dq (9)

Because the points beyond the sensing area of UAV can not be
sensed, that is, g(zi, q) � 0, q ∉ Si . Then, Eq. 9 can be expressed
as follows:

H(t) � ∫
∪Ni Si

h′(C − cIN(q, t))max
i ∈ IN

g(zi, q)dq (10)

After dividing the sensing area of each UAV according to the
dividing method of Eqs 7, 10 can be further expressed as follows:

H(t) � ∑
i ∈ IN

∫
Wi

h′[C − cIN(q, t)]g(zi, q)dq (11)

To find the solution of the gradient of the variables to be
optimized in the functionH(t) according to Leibniz’s integral rule
(Tian et al., 2020a), the process was described as follows:

zH
zqi

� ∑
i ∈ IN

[∫
zWi

Γiinih′(C − γIN(q, t))g(zi, q)dq
+∫

Wi

h′(C − γIN(q, t)) zg(zi, q)zqi
dq]

� ∫
zWi

Γiinih′(C − γIN(q, t))g(zi, q)dq
+∫

Wi

h′(C − γIN(q, t)) zg(zi, q)zqi
dq

+∑
j≠ i
[∫

zWj

Γijnjh′(C − γIN(q, t))g(zj, q)dq

+∫
Wj

h′(C − γIN(q, t)) zg(zj, q)zqi
dq⎤⎦,

(12)

Where Γij �
zq
zqi

, q ∈ zWj ; Because the sensing function of

UAVs has nothing to do with qi, then
zg(zi ,q)
zqi

� zg(zj ,q)
zqi

� 0. The

result can be obtained as follows:

zH
zqi

� ∫
zWi

Γiinih′(C − cIN(q, t))g(zi, q)dq
+∑
j≠ i

∫
zWj

Γijnjh′(C − cIN(q, t))g(zj, q)dq
(13)

For q ∈ zΩ, since the given area is static, Γii � 02×2. In addition,
only the boundary zWi∩zWj shared by UAVs Ai and Aj will have

an impact on the movement of UAVs. So zH
zqi

can be simplified as
follows:

zH
zqi

� ∫
zWi∩Ο

Γiinih′(C − cIN(q, t))g(zi, q)dq
+∑
j≠ i
∫

zWj∩zWi

Γijnjh′(C − cIN(q, t))g(zj, q)dq
+∑
j≠ i
∫

zWi∩zWj

Γiinih′(C − cIN(q, t))g(zi, q)dq
(14)

In Equation 14, zWi∩zWj is the common boundary of the
sensing areas of UAV Ai and Aj,

Γij � Γii � zq
zqi

�
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
zx
zxi

zx
zyi

zy
zxi

zy
zyi

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � [ 1 0
0 1

], and the external normal

vector corresponding to the point on the boundary is
n→i � − n→j � cos β · x→+ sin β · y→. For q ∈ zΩ, the above
formula can be simplified as follows:

zH
zqi

� ∫
zWi∩Ο

Γiinih′(C − cIN(q, t))g(zi, q)dq
+∑
j≠ i
∫

zWj∩zWi

Γiinih′(C − cIN(q, t))(g(zi, q) − g(zj, q))dq (15)

Where Γiini � [ cosβ
sinβ

].
Based on Eq. 15, the expected optimal speed of each UAV in

the UAV system is designed as follows:

vi,q � −kqi∫
zWi∩Ο

Γiinih′(C − cIN(q, t))g(zi, q)dq
� −kqi∑

j≠ i
∫

zWj∩zWi

Γiinih′(C − cIN(q, t))(g(zi, q) − g(zj, q))dq
(16)

The optimal speed of UAVs based on the gradient descent
method of the variable qi in the function H(t) can only guarantee
H(t) � J′(t)→ 0, that is, J(t) converges to a constant and J(t) �
0 cannot be guaranteed. It shows that when the points in the
sensing area of the UAV are effectively covered, the UAV will
tend to be stationary. However, the whole task area has not been
covered completely. Therefore, in this instance, it is necessary to
add a traction speed to the UAV to avoid the UAV falling into the
local minimum.

TABLE 1 | Initial conditions of UAVs.

UAVs Initial conditions (km)

A1 (1.2, 0.2)
A2 (2.4, 0.4)
A3 (3.6, 0.6)
A4 (4.8, 0.8)
A5 (6, 1)
A6 (7.2, 1.2)
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Firstly, the points that have not been effectively covered in the
task area are defined as the following sets:

Ωe(t) � {q ∈ Ω : 0< γIN(q, t)<C*} (17)

Where Ωe(t) represents a set of points that are not effectively
covered in the area Ω at time t. Let Ωe(t) be the closure of set
Ωe(t). For UAV Ai, let Ω̂

i
e(t) represent the set of points with the

shortest distance to qi(t) in set Ωe(t), that is, as follows:

Ω̂i

e(t) � {q* ∈ Ωe(t) : q* � argminq ∈ Ωe(t)||qi − q||} (18)

A rule was set that a unique point qm in the set can be chosen to
calculate the UAV’s speed at the next moment. At this time,
according to the artificial potential field method (Zou and Li,
2019; Zou and Fan, 2020), the traction speed v→s of the UAV can
be designed as follows:

v→s � −k1 · ( q→i − q→m), k1 > 0 (19)

Where k1 > 0 is the speed adjustment coefficient, q→i is the
position vector of the projection of UAV on OXY plane, and
q→m is the position vector of point qm on OXY plane.

FIGURE 3 | Trajectory of UAVs at different time.
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FIGURE 4 | Diagram of area coverage at different time.

FIGURE 5 | The minimum distance between any two USVs at different time.
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Above all, the expected optimal speed of each UAV v→*
i in the

UAVs system can be described as the following:

v→*
i �

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
−k1 · zH

zqi
, H(t)≠ 0

v→s � −k2 · ( q→i − q→m), J(t) � C ≠ 0
(20)

The purpose of designing the acceleration of the UAV is to
keep the current speed of the UAV consistent with the expected
optimal speed. Therefore, if the acceleration u→p

i of the UAV Ai is
defined as the function of the difference between the expected
optimal speed v→p

i and the current speed v→i, u
→p

i can be expressed
as (Zou and Li, 2019):

u→*
i � k3( v→*

i − vi) (21)

Where k3 > 0 is the acceleration gain coefficient.

Simultaneous Cooperative Coverage
Algorithm of Fixed Area Covered by UAVs
According to the above content, the pseudo-code of the optimization
algorithm of the UAVs system is obtained as follows:

Algorithm 1: Simultaneous cooperative coverage algorithm of a
fixed area covered by UAVs based on swarm intelligence.

Input: fixed area Ω, dynamic model of UAV, initial state of
UAVs system, control gain parameter k1,k2,k3;
Output: Output the optimal trajectory of each UAV;
1: Initialization: establishing an UAV object, and inputting
initial position information and initial speed information of
the UAV; Gain parameters of control rate, etc:
2: Build a task area model:
3: Calculating respectively the motion state information of
each UAV Ai, i ∈ IN, and setting the initial time k � 1;
4: while J(t) > 0 do
5: For each UAV do
6: If H(t) ≠ 0;
7: Calculate the expected optimal speed of UAVAi, i ∈ IN
according to (16);
8: else
9: Calculate the expected optimal speed of UAVAi, i ∈ IN
according to (19);
10: End
11: Use (21) to calculate the acceleration Ui of UAV Ai;
12: Calculate the actual speed of UAV Ai at this time
13: According to the dynamic equation, calculating the position
information Xi(k+1) of the UAV Ai at the next moment;
14: End
15: k � k + 1;
16: End

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
method, a numerical calculation method is used to verify the

method. Set the inspection area as a square area with a side length
of 20 km. In total, six UAVs were used to cover the task area, and
the initial position of each UAV is shown in the Table 1.

Assuming the effective coverage value C � 60 of each point in
the area, the detection radius of a single UAV is 1 km, and the gains
of the controllers in the algorithm are k1 � 0.8, k2 � 0.5, k3 � 1.2,
respectively, the trajectories of these UAVs at different times are
shown in Figure 3.

The coverage of the whole task area at different times is shown
in Figure 4.

It can be seen from the trajectory of UAVs at different times in
Figure 3 that all UAVs can perform inspection tasks in the task
area, and there is no one crossed the border, which shows that the
optimal motion direction obtained by the optimization algorithm
can effectively restrain the behavior of UAVs and make them
move in the direction with the lowest coverage in the sensing area.
There are few overlapping areas among UAVs, which shows that
the method based on undirected sensing set segmentation can
effectively reduce the overlapping of sensing areas among UAVs.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the algorithm can complete the
inspection of the whole task area in a limited time, which shows
that the algorithm is feasible and effective in controlling the
UAVs to complete the inspection task of the designated area. To
prove that the method of collision avoidance proposed in this
paper is effective, we calculate the minimum distance between
any twoUSVs in the system at any time, and the results are shown
in Figure 5. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the minimum
distance between any two USVs is more than 0.5 km at any time.
So it is obvious that there is no collision between any two USVs
and the method proposed in this paper is effective and right.

When the number of UAVs is Na � 1, 2, 4, 6, the time taken to
complete the task area coverage is shown in Table 2.

Figure 6 shows the time-varying curve of the coverage rate of
different numbers of UAVs to the mission area.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the time spent by UAVs
system is greatly reduced compared with single-UAV
inspection, which shows that UAVs inspection system can
greatly improve inspection efficiency compared with existing
single-UAV inspection methods. It can be seen from Figure 6
that with the increase of the number of UAVs, the area coverage
efficiency of UAVs with different numbers increases obviously.
This is mainly because the gradient operation of the penalty
function is adopted in this algorithm, which makes the
movement direction of the UAV choose the area with low
coverage preferentially. Therefore, when the number of
UAVs increases, the repeated paths of UAVs when
performing inspection tasks can be effectively reduced.

TABLE 2 | Time to complete area coverage with different number of UAVs.

The number of UAVs Time to complete
area coverage t

(mins)

1 362.04
2 194.52
4 120.35
6 72.33
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However, with the increase in the number of UAVs, the
phenomenon of path repetition is inevitable. So the
inspection efficiency of UAVs system would increase slowly
with the increase of the number of UAVs.

CONCLUSION

Under ideal conditions, this paper studies how UAVs cooperate
to improve the efficiency of the inspection task. An optimization
algorithm for inspection with UAVs is given, and the feasibility
and effectiveness of the algorithm are verified by numerical
simulation. In this algorithm, firstly, the overlapping
phenomenon of sensing areas of different UAVs is effectively
reduced by dividing undirected sensing sets. Secondly, through
the gradient operation of the penalty function, the area with the
lowest coverage near the UAV is found and designated as the
xxmoving direction of the UAV at the next moment, which
reduces the repetition rate of the inspection path. The simulation
results showed that the coverage efficiency of the UAVs system
based on this algorithm increases with the number of UAVs.

To sum up, compared with the existing inspection methods,
the UAV autonomous inspection optimization algorithm based
on swarm intelligence can greatly improve the inspection
efficiency and reduce the cost of inspections. UAV cooperative
inspection will become the trend of development in the field of
inspection in the future.
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